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CHAPTER SYMPOSIUM AWARDS INSIDE . . . 

WILLIAM S. THOMAS GOLD RUSH LETTERS CONTINUED 

Editor’s Note.  This is a second in a series of letters. 

Letter # 6 North Fork American River March 

14th 1850. 
Dear Lizzy 

As I expect to have an opportunity of sending 
to the Office on Monday next and as my health is 
such as to make it imprudent for me to work to-day 
(besides it is raining) I have concluded to give myself 
the pleasure of writing a few lines to my dear wife   I 
wrote you about a month ago immediately after the 
first and indeed the only letter I have yet received 
from you – It was yours of Augt 17th – I sent my last 
by a passenger to the States – he was to mail it at New 

Orleans – You will no doubt have received it before 
you do this  I send to the office regularly once a 
month but have been disappointed so far in receiving 
any thing from you except the letter above mentioned   
Can it be possible that my dear wife has not thought 
enough of me to write regularly – I will not believe it -  
No there’s some other cause for my not hearing from 
regularly  I shall perhaps get a number of your letters 
at once before long  You cannot my dear possibly 
conceive the really oppressive anxiety we feel here to 
hear from our families and friends at home   The 
anxiety  with us is incomparably more intense that it 
can possibly be with you from the fact that here we 
have nothing to engage our attention but our daily 

labor and our own thoughts while you at home are 
blessed with agreeable society and have it in your 
power to afford yourselves the exquisite pleasure 
which results from the performance of those duties 
and kind offices to all around you which a rightly 
balanced mind and benevolent heart is ever seeking to 
perform for the double purpose of making ourselves 
as well as others happy – and our happiness is 
inseparably connected with and is a natural result of 

the happiness which our actions or benevolence 
affords to others.  You may therefore conceive how 
excessively agreeable and pleasant it would be to have 
the monotony of my life broken by the receipt 
regularly once a month of a letter from my beloved 
Wife  I believe I informed you my dear in a previous 
letter that I had the Scurvy 

 
I will now give you a more detailed account of my 
physical condition  I was attacked with Scurvy on the 
way out here – on Mary’s River and was unable to 
walk – rode on horseback a week – then got so bad – 
legs so swolen that I was obliged to ride in the wagon 
about a week after which I commenced mending 
having quit the use of salt meat and eaten only 
vegetables such as I could get – rice, beans &c and 
used acids freely and was able again to ride a horse 

and walk some and continued to mend slowly until I 
arrived in this country – but I am not yet entirely well 
of it and probably shall not be until I leave this 
country  My legs in particular have a Stiffness about 

them and lack that suppleness they formerly 
possessed and the excessive fatigue and labor I am 
compeled to undergo in order to make any things 
prevents my legs from regaining their 

(Continued on Page 3) 
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WAGONS OVER DONNER SUMMIT – 
A BYPASS?  By Dave Hollecker 

 b 
     Back in the fall issue of 2014, I wrote about the 
findings of the first wagons over Donner Summit or, 
more correctly, Stephens Pass.  In that article I also 
mentioned about a possible bypass due to the 
discovery of a large rock with the patina worn off by 
what appears to have been wagon wheels. 
      In July of 2015, a group of trail folks, Herman 
Zittel, Howdy Hoover and Bill Bishell, walked or 
hiked up this bypass to look for more evidence of 
wagon usage.  What they found was a rather easy 
way to get to the top where Trails West Marker T-
40 is located.  In fact it took them about 25 minutes  

to get up this route.  Part of this route-bypass 
includes the Pacific Crest Trail.   
 

    
  

 
 

 
 

     The above photos, taken by Herman Zittel, show 
part of the bypass route to the top.  More photos on 
page 7.   Refer to the Fall 2014 issue of Trail Talk, 
page 6, for black & white photo of large rock with 
wagon tire wear. ~ 
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(Continued from Page 1) 

wanted strength and activity   I am however 

endeavoring to live so as at least to keep the disease 

at bay as it were so that I can work this  Season  So 

you see dearest what a strong motive will induce a 

man to endure – and is not the proportion of the 

happiness of a dearly loved wife and dear children a 

motive sufficiently strong to induce a man to endure 

about all he can  It is a sufficient motive with me for 

unless they are happy I cannot be    Physicians tell 

me that the hardships and mode of living in this 

country at present will prevent me from entirely 

recovering my health while subject to such fatigue 

and mode of living  but I will immediately recover 

on returning home where I can have rest (not 

idleness) from an unhealthy amount of labor and 

use almost entirely a vegetable diet – particularly 

they say Onions and Apples   I have been able to get 

potatoes and onions here for some weeks past and 

shall use them all the time that I can get them – 

indeed they are quite cheap now to what they have 

been – the last onions I bought I got at one dollar 

per pound and potatoes at forty cents per pound   

Almost everything here is sold by the pound  I have 

had a great treat lately my dear in the way of butter 

– the first I have had in the country – and it is good 

butter too passable in the States   It is sent I believe 

from New York in air tight casks  I paid only Two 

dollars per pound for it – cheap – I believe there is 

plenty of it in the country now   I have not told you 

dearest of another complaint I have which is really 

more annoying and painful to me than the Scurvy 

and having set for some time writing and being 

under the necessity of rising just now  put me in 

mind of it  It is a weakness in my back occasioned 

as the doctor say by an unhealthy state of the 

kidneys  You may probably remember that I 

complained considerably of the back ache at times 

before I left home and the kind of labor we have to 

perform here (digging and carrying heavy sacks of 

dirty) is peculiarly calculated to have an injurious 

effect upon a weak back but with all these physical 

disabilities I still hope with the blessing of God to 

be able to do a considerable amount of labor this 

season  I have determined at all events to come 

home next winter  From present indications My 

Dear I expect to bring home about Two Thousand 

Dollars (perhaps a few hundred more may be some 

[?] exclusive of expenses – I now have some Six or 

Seven hundred dollars on hand – This information 

dear you need not communicate except to your 

Mother and then to go no further   I send you 

enclosed dearest three kinds of seeds Mountain 

Raspberry–vine like a bunch grapevine two feet 

high – Cactus – grows on the sandy & gravelly 

plains – it grows in the Shape and about the size of 

a goose egg and sends out from the top a number of 

the most beautiful a delicate flowers I ever saw –  

 
And the seed of a beautiful red and very sour berry 

for tarts grows on a shrub Six or eight feet high – 

we called it haw-thorn having no better name that 

we knew – met with it at the Eastern base of the 

Siera Nevada on Trucky river – tho some say it is 

further East on Mary’s river &c  Perhaps you had 

better consult your uncle William about the time 

and manner of planting this  I should have sent 

these before but forgot them  Plant the Cactus in a 

variety of soils – some with considerable sand and 

gravel in it   These are now in full bloom here some 

of the most beautiful pinks and violets I ever beheld 

– wild of course  I intend to save seeds  How are all 

our dear boys – Oh how I long to see them and their 

mother – but I must summon my patience & 

fortitude   The hope of spending many happy days 

in the Society of my family is the greatest worldly 

pleasure I enjoy most  Tell Charley & Rich to look 

out through the country for ponies that will suit 

them against I come home – and tell the other boys 

to make up their minds what they want me to buy 

for them   My love to all  Adieu my dear for the 

present .         Most affectionately Yours 

     W.S. Thomas 
Letter #7 begins on page 6. 

GOT STUFF? 
 The CA-NV Chapter of OCTA is compiling an inventory of 
equipment that may belong to the Chapter.  Please notify the Chapter if you 
have any property.  An accurate inventory is helpful for insurance, reporting 
and budgeting issues.  

Examples of equipment would be pounders, computers, printers, 
digging bars, radios, PA systems, electronic equipment, tools, etc.  Please 
include a brief description, quantity, location and condition. 

A list is being be prepared and will be presented at the August 
Board meeting held in conjunction with the OCTA National Convention. 

Please forward any information via email to Dick Waugh CA-NV 
Chapter V.P. at camalobo@comcast.net. 
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       Kathy Buob 

CHAPTER AWARDS PRESENTED SUSANVILLE - 2016 
 By Norine Kimmy 

 

 Our annual awards ceremony took place at the Diamond Mountain Hotel in Susanville on May 30, 2016.  The 

awards committee presented seven Certificates of Achievement in recognition of service to our chapter and promotion of 

our goal of preserving and enjoying the history of the trails.  Also presented were The Lifetime Achievement and the Sr. 

Trail Boss Awards.  Norine Kimmy was assisted by Kathleen Buob in the presentation.  The third member of the 

committee, Priscilla Van de Pas, was unable to attend.  Ken Johnston was the photographer for the awards ceremony.  

 The first presentation of the evening was to HERMAN ZITTEL.  Herman, who was chairman of the Susanville 

Symposium, was honored for his dedicated service to our chapter.  The background of Herman’s award is an image of 

High Rock Canyon.  

  

  

  
Norine Kimmy 

presenting award to 

Herman Zittell.                

Kathy Koester receiving 

award from Kathy Buob 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 The following presentation was to KATHY KOESTER, who was honored, “For tireless dedication to CA-NV 

chapter, including fulfilling the responsibilities as chapter Secretary.”  The background of her plaque was an image of the 

Barlow Road by the famous artist William Henry Jackson.  OCTA has permission from Scottsbluff National Monument to 

print a photo image of his painting.   

 Next to be recognized were ANNE and KIRKE WILSON.  The inscription on their award states, “For hours 

spent preparing convention materials, as well as, for Untiring efforts Organizing and Managing the Book Room for our 

CA-NV Tahoe convention.”  

 JANET & JON NOWLIN were recognized for the many hours spent preparing convention materials and for 

organizing and heading up the November 2015 Fernley Swales Photo Monitoring Outing.  The image selected for their 

award was a view of the Forty-mile Desert.      

 Following the presentation to the Nowlins, PHYLLIS SMITH was honored.  Phyllis took charge of registration 

for the Tahoe Convention and being a part of a panel presentation.  In addition, she has been a member of the Trail Talk 

editorial board.  Her award reads, “Significant service to CA-NV chapter: Registration and Panel member for the Tahoe 

Convention, and Trail Talk.” 
 ADAM WELCH, who has been responsible for assisting our chapter set up our web site, was presented with an 

award for the many hours he has given providing assistance for our chapter’s website design and maintenance.  The 

background of his award was a photo image of Chimney Rock painting by William Henry 

Jackson. (Courtesy of Scottsbluff National Monument)  

 The last Certificate of Appreciation was presented to another skilled computer 

technician.  The award given to KATHLEEB BUOB was in recognition of countless hours 

spent as Web Editor, maintaining the National website and for being a contributing member of 

the CA-NV Awards committee. 

 Next on the agenda was the President’s award.  Mark Wilson announced that he 

had selected JOHN WINNER to receive The Senior Trail Boss award.  The 

inscription, which has a background image of the Forty-mile Desert, states the award is 

in acknowledgment of “Outstanding Leadership and Tireless Dedication Preserving our 

Heritage and promoting the goals of OCTA." (Photo next page). (Continued on next page) 

 

 

 

 Kathy Buob 
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 One Lifetime Achievement Award is presented each 

year. It is given in recognition of many years service to our CA-

NV chapter.  However, before presenting this year’s LIFETIME 

ACHIEVEMENT AWARD, members were referred to the 

Lifetime Achievement plaque which was on the table at the side 

of the room, and everyone was encouraged to stop and read it 

sometime during the symposium.  The plaque lists the name of 

each member who has been chosen to receive the Lifetime 

Achievement award.  The first award was given to Tom Hunt in 

2002.   

 Some of the Lifetime recipients who continue to be active 

contributors to our chapter include: 2004: Mary Mueller, 2006: 

Don Buck, 2007: Frank & Mary Ann Tortorich, 2012: Steve & 

Patty Knight, 2014: Carol & Hugh March and 2015: Tom Fee.  The Lifetime recipients were thanked for their 

continued support and contribution to our chapter. 

 This year, the recipient of the LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD went to RICHARD SILVA. 

The letter of recommendation received from Don Buck, summarizes the comments received from others and it 

shows why Richard Silva was selected for this award.  Included were the comments listed below. 

                     

 Over the many decades that I have known Richard Silva and followed his emigrant 

trail research, I can attest that his work has been superlative. Richard’s focus over these 

decades has been on the numerous emigrant trails in northern California that include the 

Yreka Trail, Lockhart Wagon Road, Applegate Trail in California, Nobles Trail in California, 

Burnett Cutoff, and sections of the Lassen Trail.  

 In addition to his zeal, what makes Richard’s research so effective is his use of all the 

existing and latest techniques available to us, both on the ground and on the Internet.  He 

relentlessly pursues and applies these techniques in his mapping of these trails.  

 In addition, Richard has assisted the various government land use agencies in 

northern California (the Forest Service, BLM, and California Division of Forestry) in 

protecting our trails from timber harvests and other developments.  Lastly, Richard has worked 

closely with the National Park Service in providing the NPS with the results of his mapping of 

many emigrant trails.  

 Because Richard is not involved in the ongoing, routine activities of OCTA and the 

CA-NV Chapter, many of our members will not be aware of his contribution to protecting and 

preserving emigrant trails. However, those of us who are involved in trail research and 

mapping, know of Richard Silva’s outstanding contribution to trail preservation 

 

 After being presented with his award, Richard introduced his 

wife, Orsola, who has been an active participant with Richard over the 

years.   

 Although this concluded our ceremony, the work of the Award 

Committee for 2017 starts right now.  As you take part in chapter 

activities, you will be interacting with members who are eligible to be 

nominated for a Certificate of Appreciation.  All it takes for a 

nomination is for you to send us the name of the member you want us 

to consider.  Please take your time to drop us a note with the name, and 

be sure you tell us why they have come to your attention.  We thank 

you for your nominations.  ~ 

 

 
 

Mark Wilson presenting the Senior Trail Boss 

 award to John Winner 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mark Wilson presenting Sr. Trail Boss award to  

  John Winner 

 

Richard and Orsola Silva with  

Lifetime Achievement award. 
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Letter # 7 

             

  North Fork April 9
th

 1850 

My Dear Lizzy 

 Here I am writing to you again in a state of 

mind bordering upon despondency from the fact of 

not having received any thing from you by the last 

mail   Our expressman has arrived but brings me no 

letter and my disappointment is the more 

overwhelming from the fact that I had so 

confidently expected and believed that I should 

most surely get a letter from my dear wife this time 

– but no I was fated to bear another disappointment.  

Well as it is so I will bear it with as much 

phylosophy and stoicism as my nature is capable of 

– tho I cannot feel entirely easy under it .  Can it be 

possible that the wife of my bosom and beloved of 

my heart has been so forgetful of me as to neglect 

writing regularly    Oh no it it cannot be that   The 

mails have been in a horrid fix the past winter and I 

am told many letters have been lost on the Isthmus 

– probably the reason I have not received yours   

You possibly dearest may not receive all mine  I 

will therefore mention again in this that I have had 

one letter from you written in august   Letters are 

received here from Belleville by this mail of Jany. 

dates by which learn that your mother is in 

Belleville   The others of our mess are all up the 

river 20 miles from here they went up about a 

month ago when I did not think it prudent in my 

state of health to expose myself to the weather so 

early in the season – They are doing well – making 

from one to two ounces to the man per day  My 

remaining here however may probably turn out 

greatly to my advantage  There is a Bar here which 

was thought not to be worth working but some men 

have lately gone on it and thoroughly opened some 

leads which proves to be exceedingly rich   I have 

secured a lead 15 feet wide running across the bar 

and if it proves as rich as we anticipate it will afford 

a Season’s work  We may however be disappointed 

in it when we prove it by opening it as these bars 

are not always equally rich all over  There are only 

about three leads well opened as yet – they are 

yielding from eight ounces to one and a half pounds 

per day to two men  Two men in one of these leads 

made yesterday over one pound notwithstanding 

they were prevented from work some time by rain  

You of course know my dear that what I write you 

is truth 

     I am still troubled my dear with a weak back   I 

have been unable to work only about three days in 

the last two weeks  I much fear that it has become 

chronic and seated and may possibly prevent me 

from doing much labor this season  If such should 

be the case it will be truly unfortunate for me and 

oh: how I should regret it after being deprived so 

long of the Society (and all those kind attentions 

which affection prompts) of my dear wife children 

and friends – besides enduring the greatest 

hardships and fatigue for the sake of procuring the 

means of making happy those I dearly love   I still 

however hope for the better   Although dearest I 

have determined at the latest to come home some 

time next winter yet I have not entirely decided 

what course I shall pursue  I will now mention 

however lest it might take you by surprise at a later 

period that I think if I am fortunate enough to obtain 

some two or three thousand dollars in time to do so 

I will come home in November with the view of 

returning to this country the ensuing Spring with the 

view of remaining here three years more – or 

permanently as we may think best 

     I have now spent nearly a year in this country – 

except the Summer months and thus far I consider it 

as delightful and healthy a climate as man could 

desire and I am told that it is much more so nearer 

the coast in some of the valleys particularly in 

Sonoma and Nappa Valleys North of the Bay and 

also down about San Jose (pronounce this San 

Hoza) and Monterey   I design visiting the two 

former valleys before I come home  I shall also 

probably take a trip to the Sandwich Islands  

     My dear little boys O: if I could only hear from 

them and know that they are all alive and well   My 

dear I am extremely solicitous about their health 

and physical development much more so at present 

than about their education  Allow me therefore 

dearest to recommend that they be not sent to 

school in the hot weather – and when you do send 

them get the teacher to let them out every hour – to 

keep children confined and sitting for several hours 

until they become dull and fatigued is both cruel 

and worse than unproffitable  I would rather pay 

tuition and have my child confined say three hours a 

day than Seven or eight hours – the latter is like 

making children eat victuals to keep them from  
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being wasted – better for throw them away  Give 

them plenty of fresh air day and night and the 

privilege of playing all they desire so they do not 

over heat themselves in the sun by running or too 

violent exercise 

     Enclosed you find dearest some flowers – I intend 

to try to save seed of a variety  The flowers here are 

the richest as well as most delicate I ever saw – they 

have been in full bloom for weeks  I will close 

Remember me to our dear friends  Direct your 

letters to Sacramento California   May Heaven bless 

you all 

Your Affectionate Husband  

    Will:  S Thomas  ~ 

 

ETCETERA 

 

 
 Elko Trail Days on June 4 & 5, saw John Winner (top) 
and Dave Hollecker (bottom) manning their information tables 
at the California Trail Center.  John was giving out membership 
info on OCTA and Dave was promoting Trails West’s guide 
books and membership.   Dave Smythe was there to help us. 
 Ken Johnston and John Winner gave talks on the 
trail, Frank and Mary Ann Tortorich demonstrated how covered 
wagons worked and Howdy Hoover showed what life was like 
on the trail.  Thanks to all.  ~ 
 

BLM-TRAILS WEST SURVEY 
     Trails West and OCTA Chapter members spent 2 ½ 
days just north of Winnemucca on the annual BLM 
survey.  On Friday, the group went to Iron Point to try 
and locate the Snyder grave with the help of Historic 
Human Remains Detection Dogs.  The dogs detected 
remains near the Trails West marker C-58.  (Left photo) 
     On Saturday, the group traveled some miles north to 
the Ed Lynch inscription.  Carved in rock are the words, 
“Ed Lynch   1807  Aug 1  I am with   Explorros   3 kild of 
my party   Indians”.  It Is located on private property and 
difficult to get to. (Right photo) ~ 

 
        

 
More bypass photos . . . 
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Email address for TRAIL TALK 

submissions, 

Membership questions or 

Inquiries, contact us at: 

      CANVOCTA@GMAIL.COM 
Or 

CA-NV OCTA Chapter, P.O.Box 

1521, Yreka, CA 96097  

Also, visit our Chapter web site:            
CANVOCTA.ORG 

                       
 

 
TRAIL TALK IS PUBLISHED THREE TIMES A 
YEAR.  NEXT DEADLINE FOR ARTICLES AND 

NOTICES: OCT. 15, 2016 
----------------------------------------------------------- 

2016 Activities 
OCTA Convention……………………………August 1 – 5 

 
Beckwourth Mapping…………….……..…July 11 – 12, 

August 15 – 16, Sept. 12 – 13, Oct. 10 – 11 
 

Johnson’s Cutoff Mapping…………..... July 18 – 19, 
August 22 – 23, Sept. 19 – 20, Oct. 24 – 25 

 
Trails West Fieldtrips….…July 29 – 31, Sept. 30 – 

Oct. 2 

CALIFORNIA-NEVADA CHAPTER  
OREGON-CALIFORNIA TRAILS ASSOCIATION 
870 ATLAS CT. 
RENO, NEVADA  89512 
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